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Typically, force that is intentionally applied is analyzed under the Fourth Amendment reasonableness standard. However, recently, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals decided a case that is an exception to this rule.

In Clark v. Edmunds, a sheriff and two deputies went to Sheryl Clark’s residence, which was also the motel in which she worked, in order to take Ms. Clark’s adult daughter into protective custody for an emergency mental health evaluation.¹ When Sheriff Edmunds was physically escorting the daughter, who was being argumentative, from the residence, Ms. Clark turned toward the Sheriff. Ms. Clark said she just wanted to see what was happening. The Sheriff believed that Ms. Clark was about to interfere so he used his free arm to push Ms. Clark out of his path. As a result, Ms. Clark fell and hit a table and a chair. The Sheriff took Ms. Clark’s daughter outside, handcuffed her, and then returned inside and explained what was happening to Ms. Clark. After the examination, hospital staff released Ms. Clark’s daughter and she returned to the motel.

Ms. Clark then sued Summit County and the Sheriff for excessive force in violation the Fourth Amendment. The district court granted summary judgment to Summit County and the Sheriff and Ms. Clark appealed.

First, in regard to the suit against the county, Ms. Clark made no showing that a policy, custom or practice or any inadequate training led to the alleged constitutional violation. Because of this, summary judgment for the county was proper.

Next, the court turned to the Sheriff in his individual capacity. In order to defeat qualified immunity, the plaintiff must show (1) that a constitutional violation occurred, and (2) that the right alleged violated was clearly established at the time of the violation.

¹ No. 07-4029, 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 1315 (10th Cir. Decided January 23, 2008)
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The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals then set out to determine if the Sheriff, with the push to clear his path, violated Ms. Clark’s constitutional rights. The first issue to overcome here was whether this claim is governed by the Fourth Amendment standard of reasonableness or the Fourteenth Amendments “conscious shocking” standard. The court decided that the Fourteenth Amendment standard was correct here because a seizure under the Fourth Amendment “required an intentional acquisition of physical control.” In this case, the Sheriff only intended to clear Ms. Clark from his path, not acquire physical control over her. Thus, they held that no Fourth Amendment seizure occurred and the Fourteenth Amendment standard must be applied.

Under the Fourteenth Amendment, the Due Process Clause is violated by government actors only when their conduct can be characterized as arbitrary, or conscience shocking. The court stated:

"To satisfy this standard plaintiff must do more than show that the government actor intentionally or recklessly caused injury to the plaintiff by abusing or misusing government power. Rather the plaintiff must show a high level of outrageousness." 3

Additionally, citing the United States Supreme Court in County of Sacramento v. Lewis, the court noted that, when officers are responding to unforeseen circumstances that demand instantaneous judgment, even recklessness fails to reach the standard that would violate the Fourteenth Amendment. 4

The Tenth Circuit then had to apply the rules above to the facts of this case. First, they found that the Sheriff had a legitimate interest in maintaining custody of Ms. Clark’s daughter. Then, when Ms. Clark turned towards him as he was escorting the daughter out of the residence, he made a split-second decision to push Ms. Clark away to clear his path. The court found that this action served his legitimate interest in maintaining custody of the daughter. There was also no evidence of any improper or malicious motive on the part of the Sheriff. Thus, the Tenth Circuit held that the Sheriff’s response to the perceived threat presented by Ms. Clark did not rise to the level of egregiousness required to violate the Fourteenth Amendment; therefore, the sheriff is entitled to qualified immunity and summary judgment.

---

2 Id. (quoting Brower v. County of Inyo, 489 U.S. 593, 596-597 (1989))
3 Id. (quoting Uhlrig v. Harder, 63 F.3d 567, 574 (10th Cir. 1995)
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Course Overview:
One of the most critical tasks in law enforcement involves the use of tactical officers to accomplish high risk operations. While the success of these operations requires extensive training and proper equipment; success also requires sound decision making from the moment the decision is made to utilize a tactical response to a police event. The decision itself may even be scrutinized with twenty-twenty hindsight. Over the last decade, tactical operations have come under the scrutiny of the courts. This scrutiny is largely the results of lawsuits filed against agencies and officers following a tactical operation. The purpose of this program is to highlight the state of the law with respect to tactical operations. Much of the developing law can be found in reported decisions of the federal courts.

The course utilizes the case-study approach in order to identify the important policy and practice considerations that will assist tactical commanders; supervisors and officers make legally defensible decisions without compromising operations during tactical events. The program takes a three-tier approach. First, Participants will be presented with the legal cases that impact tactical operations and ultimately, liability. Second, participants will be presented with policy issues that may be considered for implementation. Finally, the training turns toward the practical implementation of the legal and policy issues in a manner that does not compromise tactical operations or officer safety.

The course is unique in the fact that it takes a practical approach to legal principles impacting tactical operations and provides a road map to an operational implementation of the legal principles without hindering operations or compromising officer safety.

Upon Completion: Participants will gain knowledge in the following areas:

Liability in Law Enforcement Operations: This session focuses on civil liability for individual officers in the various law enforcement tasks. Using the task oriented approach; the session will be limited to those areas that are also applicable to the tactical officers.

Agency Liability: This session reviews the law with respect to agency liability. Students will be presented with the law relating to civil rights claims brought against an agency as the result of an officer’s conduct.
Training: This session examines the law relating to an agency's failure to train officers for recurring (foreseeable) police tasks.

Liability in Tactical Operations: This session utilizes the principles from the previous sessions in reviewing cases with direct application to tactical operations.

Selection and Training: Case review with respect to how selection of candidates for specialized tactical units may impact liability as a result of operations. The session will incorporate the legal implications of entry-level and ongoing training for specialized operations.

The Failure to Plan: The subject of discussion during this portion of the course involves cases where agencies failed to plan the tactical response, notwithstanding having the time to do so. A second category of legal issues will be reviewed involving cases where a plan was made, but developed in light of poor intelligence and leading to a failure of the mission as well as liability.

Tactical Issues: The session will begin with an examination of recent cases which consider the events leading up to the need to use deadly force as impacting the ultimate use of force. This section will also examine court decisions relating to various tactics utilized during tactical operations i.e. distraction devices; bean-bag rounds; tasers; chemical deployment and other less-lethal options.

Supervisory Liability: A supervisor may have liability where they actively participate in tactical operation. Supervisors also have liability when, although not participating in the incident giving rise the lawsuit, they have failed to supervise a subordinate tactical officer over a period of time leading up to the incident. This session focuses on the elements of supervisory liability in the tactical operations function.

Special Considerations: Several of the varying types of tactical circumstances that a team may face have already been the subject of legal scrutiny. This section utilizes the case-study method to examine the developing law in the following areas:

Emotionally Disturbed Persons: The developing law with respect tactics utilized when dealing with emotionally disturbed persons.

Suicide by Cop: Legal issues applicable to tactical operations with known suicidal persons.

Hostages: The legal realities of a duty to protect hostages.

High Risk Warrant Service/No Knock Warrants: The legal implications of utilizing a tactical unit for high risk warrant service.

Regional Tactical Units - Who takes the liability when things go bad?

Policy Development: Developing the most defensible policy and training for tactical teams. Making you and your agency a difficult target for plaintiff’s attorney.

Applying the legal principles to an operational model that does not hinder tactical operations or compromise officer safety.

Why Have a Tactical Team?

The Cost of Having an Ostrich Approach to the Selection of Team Members.
Policies v. Tactics, which One is your team following?

**Targets dictate Weapons, Weapons dictate Liability:** Weapons evaluation - Are we using the right weapon for the right reason?

**Training - How much training does the tactical team require:** Agencies want to operate at 90 MPH but only want to give 10 MPH training.

**The dangers of having the one-minute mind-set:** Respond and liability goes down/React and Liability goes up.

**Operational Philosophy:** “I would rather be prepared for something that may never happen, then have it happen and not be prepared.”

**Putting it all together:** Winning in the streets and winning in court.